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Recently we discovered a topographic representation of the visual field in the
temporal cortex of the owl monkey, Aotus trivirgatus, which we termed the 'middle
temporal visual area' (M1)I. Such a systematic representation has not yet been
demonstrated in the temporal cortex of other primates, although the probable
existence of MT is indicated in several other primates by fiber connection patterns10- 12 ,
15, architectonic characteristicslo , and cortical evoked potentials I3 . l4 . We attempted
to identify MT in the bushbaby, Ga/ago senega/ensis, because we wondered if this
temporal visual area arose early in primate (or mammalian) evolution or was re
stricted to the Anthropoidea. Also, a projection from the inferior pulvinar to cortex
in the expected loca tion of MT has been demonstrated in the bushbaby6, 7. Since cor
tical projections from the pulvinar have been regarded as a major source of visual
input to temporal 'association' cortex 5 •7, it seemed important to explore the or
ganization of this projection zone of the inferior pulvinar in the bushbaby.
The electrophysiological mapping methods used in this study were identical to
those used previously for the owl monkeyl. The topography of the representation of
the visual field in MT was deter~ined by relating the positions of receptive fields for
single neurons or small clusters of neurons recorded with microelectrodes. to· the
locations of corresponding recording sites. MT was mapped in 4 adult bushbabies,
which were anesthetized with urethan. Small electrolytic lesions (20 p.A for 10 sec)
were made at recording sites which had receptive fields near the vertical meridian
or the extreme temporal periphery of the visual field. The experimental brains were
perfused with formol-saline, dehydrated, embedded in celloidin, and alternate series
of 30 p.m sections were stained with thionine for cell bodies or hematoxylin for
myelin (Heidenhain-Woelcke technique).
The electro physiological and architectonic results clearly identified a region of
the temporal lobe of the bushbaby as the middle temporal visual area. The location
• Present address: Department of Psychology, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. 37240, U.S.A.
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Fig. 1. The location of the middle temporal visual area (MT) in a dorsolateral view of the left hemi
sphere of a bushbaby. The small circles indicate the representation of the vertical meridian of the
visual field, which corresponds to the border between V I and V II and also to most of the border
between MT and surrounding cortex. The black triangles indicate the representation of the extreme
temporal periphery of the contralateral half of the visual field, which corresponds to a portion of
the rostral border of MT. The extent of V II on the dorsolateral aspect of t~e brain is indicated by
shading.

of MT on the dorsolateral surface of the cortex is shown in Fig. 1, and the representa
tion of the contralateral half of the visual field in MT is shown in Fig. 2. As in the
owl monkey, the representation of the vertical meridian in MT of the bush baby forms
most of the border except for a small rostral segment which corresponds to the ex
treme temporal periphery of the contralateral half of the visual field. The horizontal
meridian bisects the area into a dorsomedial portion representing the lower visual
quadrant and a ventrolateral portion representing the upper visual quadrant. Central
vision is represented caudally and more peripheral portions of the visual field, rostral
Iy. In all these respects, the temporal visual area of the bushbaby and MT of the owl
monkey are the same. However, proportionally less of MT is devoted to the rep
resentation of the central portion of the visual field in the bush baby than in the
owl monkey.
The organization of MT shown in Fig. 2 is based on the locations of receptive
fields for 44 recording sites within the area for the single animal (72-395) illustrated.
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Below the dorsolateral view of the brain, an enlarged outline of MT shows the
surface locations of the microelectrode penetrations for the numbered recording sites.
Above the brain, the positions of the corresponding receptive fields are indicated on a
perimeter chart of the contralateral half of the visual field. The results from the other
bush babies closely agreed with those illustrated for animal 72-395.
The organization of the cortex caudal to MT is similar in the bush baby and the
owl monkey. On the drawing of the brain in Fig. 2, a row of recording sites (A-F)
is shown extending from the first visual area, V I, to MT. The corresponding receptive
fields are shown on the small perimeter chart on the upper left indicating the central
10° of the visual field. The receptive field for the most caudal recording site (A) in V I
was just below the intersection of the horizontal and vertical meridians. Receptive
fields for the rostral progression of recording sites across the second visual area, V II,
were successively more displaced from the vertical meridian (B, C, and D). Receptive
fields for more rostral recording sites (E and F) moved back towards the vertical meri
dian, which forms the caudal border to MT. These results are very similar to our
findings in the owl monkey which were illustrated in Fig. 8 of our earlier paper* (see
ref. 1).
In the owl monkey we found that the complete representation of the contra
lateral half of the visual field in MT was coextensive with a densely myelinated cortical
region. In brain sections stained with hematoxylin, the densely stained myelin of the
deeper layers of MT clearly distinguishes MT from surrounding cortex. In adjacent
sections stained with thionine, MT was identified by less dense packing of cells in
cortical layer IV. In Fig. 3, similar histological features can be seen in 2 adjacent brain
sections through MT in the bushbaby. The similarities of the architecture of MT in
the bush baby and the owl monkey can be seen by comparing Fig. 3 with Figs. 4, 6
and 7 in our earlier paperl. The architecture of MT also is quite similar in the marmo
set, as can be seen in the sections shown in Fig. 3 of the report by Spatz and Tigges10•
From such evidence we conclude that the middle t~mporal visual area (MT) is
part of the visual cortex in both the owl monkey and the bushbaby. Our contention
that these areas are homologous is further strengthened by the findings that V I
projects to MT in New World monkeyslO,ll and that V I also projects to the compara
ble region of temporal cortex in_ t.he greater bushbaby (GaJago crassicaudatus)12.
The demonstration of MT in both New World monkeys and prosimians, along with
the evidence that V I projects to a locus comparable to MT in an Old World monkey15,
suggests that MT developed early in the evolution of primates or the insectivore
ancestors of primates and that this area is pro bably basic to all primates. The existence
of a non-primate homologue of MT remains uncertain. The visual cortex located on the
medial bank of the suprasylvian sulcus of the cat4.8,9 appears to be an attractive can
didate; however, Hubel and Wiesel's8 data indicate that the progression of receptive
fields in the medial bank of the suprasylvian sulcus in the cat exhibits a reverse pattern

* Previously we considered the cortex between V II and MT as part of area 19. More extensive ex
periments in the owl monkey indicate that a single representation of the visual field corresponding
to the classical extent of area 19 does not exist in the owl monkey 2.3. The cortex between V II and
MT is part of a crescent-shaped representation of the visual field surrounding most of MT2.
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Fig. 3. Two adjacent sections illustrating the histological appearance of MT in the.bushbaby. The plane
of section is midway between sagittal and horizontal. The upper section was stained with hema
toxylin for myelin; the lower section was stained with thionine for cell bodies. Electrolytic lesions
were made at recording sites 27 and 33. Rostral is to the right.
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Fig. 2. The topological transformation of the contralateral half of the visual field in MT in the
bushbaby. The lower diagram is a drawing of a dorsolateral view of the caudal two-thirds of the left
hemisphere. The small circles indicate the representation of the vertical meridian; the black triangles
indicate the extreme temporal periphery, and the black squares indicate the horizontal meridian.
The surface locations of recording sites 1-44 are shown in the enlarged view of MT, which is outlined
by small circles and black triangles and lies below the drawing of the brain. Receptive fields were
mapping at various depths from near the pial surface to a maximum depth of 1,350 ,urn. The average
recording site was approximately 360 ,um beneath the pial surface. The receptive fields for recording
sites 1-44 in MT are illustrated in the large perimeter chart of the contralateral half of the visual field.
The receptive fields for recording sites A through F in V II and the interstitial zone between V II and
MT are shown in the small perimeter chart for the central 10° of the contralateral half of the visual
field. The extent of V II exposed on the dorsolateral surface of the brain and the receptive fields
mapped from recording sites in V II are shaded.
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of visuotopic organization to that found in MT in the bushbaby and owl monkey
(see refs. 1 and 13 for reviews).
The functional significance of MT is not known, but it is of interest that MT
receives input from the inferior pulvinar, which in turn receives input from the superior
colliculus 6 •7 . MT also receives projections from V I and perhaps other visual areas
and projects to a large number of cortical and subcortical visual centers lO .
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